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Calendar of events
October 2019

November 2019

December 2019

Technical Skills Update: Grants and Contributions - What’s New in Transfer Payments

October 24, 2019    |    9:00 am - 4:00 pm    |    Capital Chapter

This seminar will be of interest to financial analysts, senior financial managers and leaders, 
policy analysts, program officers and their senior managers.

more info »

2019 fmi*igf Annual General Meeting

November 18, 2019    |    5:00 pm - 6:00 pm    |    National

All fmi * igf members are invited to attend the annual general meeting in 
Gatineau, Quebec during the PD week.

more info »

The Sharing Economy: An Irreversible Societal Trend

December 11, 2019    |    11:30 am - 1:50 pm    |    Quebec City Chapter

Speaker: Guillaume Lavoie, Public Policy Entrepreneur, Lecturer, Professional Speaker

more info »

The Path to Digital Transformation

October 29, 2019    |    11:30 am - 1:00 pm    |    Manitoba Chapter

What are the immediate and medium term strategies and tactics financial professionals 
can employ to address the challenges of digital disruption?

more info »

2019 Capital Chapter Annual General Meeting

October 24, 2019    |    7:00 am - 8:45 am    |    Capital Chapter

Agenda will include the annual report of the President, Reviewed Financial Statements, 
the report of the Governance and Nominations Committee and the Board slate.

more info »

PD Week 2019

November 18 - 22, 2019    |    Hilton Lac-Leamy

PD Week provides participants with exceptional professional development, 
presented by leading influencers and experts from around the world,  .

more info »

Inspiring Leaders

October 30, 2019    |    11:30 am - 1:50 pm    |    Quebec Chapter

Speaker: Michèle Audette, Politician, Activist and Aboriginal Leader

more info »

https://fmi.ca/event/technical-skills-update-grants-and-contributions/
https://fmi.ca/event/fmiigf-agm-2019/
https://fmi.ca/event/the-sharing-economy-an-irreversible-societal-trend/
https://fmi.ca/event/the-path-to-digital-transformation/
https://fmi.ca/event/2019-annual-general-meeting/
https://pdweek.ca/
https://fmi.ca/fr/event/leader-inspirante/
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Procurement Governance: 
How Analytics Drives Ethics and Value 

It’s the second-largest financial 
crime on the planet, according to 
PricewaterhouseCoopers. So why is no 
one talking about procurement fraud?
Actually, people are—the media, 
government watchdogs, a public losing 
confidence in institutions—but in an 
increasingly complex procurement 
landscape, are organizations themselves 
asking the right questions about the role 
of technology in the governance of public 
sector procurement?

Every level of government in Canada 
has suffered a procurement scandal 
of some description in recent years, 
says Marc Tassé, an investigative and 
forensic accountant and internationally 
renowned expert in the fields of anti-
bribery and anti-corruption, anti-money 

laundering, and combating the financing 
of terrorism.  

Allegations of scandal are now tried in 
the court of social media long before 
they reach a court of law, Tassé says, 
and the public remembers allegations, 
not acquittal.

Pressure for governance of procurement 
practices is not simply coming from 
the risk of being “named and shamed” 
by the media, but also in the form of 
exposure to penalties through ever-
increasing legislative and regulatory 
requirements, international conventions, 
certification standards, not to mention 
the potential real dollars lost.

Additionally, Tassé says, governments 

are expected to set a standard for 
transparency and ethics to be reflected 
by the private sector. “At the same time, 
procurement is becoming more complex, 
more integrated, more data-rich,” says 
Tassé. “It’s hard to do with only human 
skills.”

Public sector procurement is exposed 
to abuse through a number of vectors: 
fraud, bribery, price-fixing, collusion, 
patronage, to list a few. Aside from 
reputation damage and financial loss, 
there are costly investigations, political 
and operational disruption, and possible 
legal action compounding the risk. 

These systematic abuses raise a number 
of red flags as signals: complaints from 
bidders, issuance of multiple contracts 

by Amanda Holden, National Executive - Fraud & Security Intelligence at SAS Canada
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below an RFP threshold, inflated agency 
fees, suspicious bidders. While people 
alone do not have the bandwidth to 
monitor them all, it is a problem that 
plays to the strengths of analytics and 
artificial intelligence. 

Under the new ISO ISO 37001: 
Anti-Bribery Management System 
standard, due diligence in the selection 
of suppliers is more important than 
ever, Tassé says. Organizations are 
responsible not only for the integrity 
of their own teams, but also integrity 
throughout the supply chain. Tassé 
calls it “KYS”—Know Your Supplier, an 
evolution of the anti-fraud and money 
laundering maxim “KYC” (Know Your 
Customer).

The SAS solution for procurement 
governance boasts a number of features 
ideally suited to creating a preventative 
procurement transparency strategy:

Entity resolution. Are Amanda 
Holden, Holden Consulting, and A. 
Holden Consultants the same supplier 
bidding or billing under different names? 
SAS uses various analytical techniques 
to resolve multiple identities, flagging 
common names, phone numbers, 
addresses, and other details that 
indicate such multiple billing personality 
disorders.

Network analysis. SAS integrates 
multiple sources of information—
contract terms and history, employee 

and supplier records, banking 
information, relationship connections—
to discover hidden links among entities, 
predict which connections create 
possible conflicts, and detect “ghost 
companies” operated by employees to 
bill for services. Add external risk-based 
data to this mix and you have a holistic 
view of your procurement eco-system (a 
“Know Your Supplier” perspective) and 
this risks within it.  

Monitoring and reporting 

automation. Proactive detection and 
reporting allow an organization to triage 
anomalies for investigation and take a 
preventive approach to procurement 
issues. An interface designed for 
investigators helps to drive your 
efficiency up and your risk down. 

User-centric discovery tools. 

Sometimes, abuses aren’t readily 
apparent. Search and investigation 
tools allow users to explore data based 
on hunches or “whistle-blower” reports 
of abuse empower investigation and 
auditing of procurement processes.

A properly executed analytics-based 
governance strategy also accrues value 
beyond the prevention and detection of 
misuse. Those value-adds may be the 
best way to start the conversation in your 
organization about applying analytics to 
procurement governance.

“Fraud” is a hard word to start with, I 
suggest leading the discussion with 

the softer value propositions: driving 
operational efficiencies, continuously 
improving business processes and 
data quality, removing data silos, and 
ensuring compliance among them.
Many public sector organizations are 
undertaking modernization of their 
technological infrastructure. This is a 
perfect time, to embed the legislative, 
regulatory, conventional and public 
transparency requirements within the 
procurement process. 

Amanda is a technology, fraud and operations 
executive with over 15 years experience in 
payments and 25+ years experience in financial 
services. Amanda is focused on finding solutions 
to customers’ financial crimes, loss and AML 
problems. She is passionate about data & 
analytics and the role they play in reducing 
financial crimes in Canada. Amanda works to bring 
business and technology together, in partnership 
and is a proud sponsor of SAS‘s Women in 
Analytics Program.

There are more rewards to a procurement integrity strategy than just staying out of the papers.

Learn more in our free on-demand Webcast

Continued from Page 3

About the author
Amanda Holden

https://www.sas.com/en_ca/offers/women-in-analytics.html
https://www.sas.com/en_ca/offers/women-in-analytics.html
https://www.sas.com/en_ca/webinars/procurement-integrity-for-government-with-fmi.html
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YES NO

CYBER RISK ASSESSMENT

Can your organization effectively identify, assess and understand its security risks?  
Do you conduct risk assessments to identify, quantify and prioritize risks against criteria for risk 
acceptance?  

GOVERNANCE

Does your organization have the structures, policies and processes in place to understand, assess and 
manage security risks to the network and information systems that support your essential services?  

Do you have an effective metrics dashboard and system to communicate your ongoing and completed 
activities to executive management and shareholders?  

BUSINESS RESILIENCE PROGRAMS

Does your organization have a business continuity or disaster recovery in place to support continued 
delivery of essential services?  

APPLICATION SECURITY

Does your organization independently test and scan applications before they are deployed into the 
production environment?  

Do you have a defect management process to improve application security by addressing reported issues 
and bugs?  

Do you run static code analysis and dynamic code reviews—either internally or through third parties— 
before software releases?  

THIRD-PARTY RISK MANAGEMENT

Does your organization evaluate and manage security risks that arise as a result of dependencies on 
third-party service providers?  

Do you retain the contractual right to audit suppliers?  

Take our easy quiz to find out if your organization is fully prepared against potential cyber threats.

And don’t worry - just getting started is a step in the right direction.

IS YOUR ORGANIZATION
CYBER-SAFE?

CLIENT Grant Thornton PUBLICATION

DOCKET GT-19-230 LIVE AREA 8.5˝ × 2.5˝

PROJECT Generic Ads TRIM SIZE 8.5˝ × 2.5˝

FILENAME GT-19-230_GenericAds_8.5x2.5_2019-08-26a BLEED SIZE 8.5˝ × 2.5˝

CREATED BY Andy Kelly PREPARED AT 100%

CREATED ON 26/08/2019 @ 04:14pm COLORS 4 Colour

JAWADVERTISING.COM

Audit | Tax | Advisory

locking down 
the value of data

You understand that informed decision-making relies on visibility 
and a solid understanding of potential cybersecurity risks. At 
Grant Thornton LLP, we can help you recognize risks to your data 
and what you can do to help prevent them. Contact us.

grantthornton.ca

© 2019 Grant Thornton LLP. A Canadian Member of 
Grant Thornton International Ltd. All rights reserved.

https://www.impactaiconference.com/?utm_source=fmi&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=impactai2019


YES NO

IDENTITY AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT

Does your organization review who has access to systems and functions supporting the delivery of 
essential services on a regular or need to know basis?  

HR SECURITY

Does your organization conduct screening and reference checks before staff members commence 
employment?  

Do your staff members have appropriate awareness, knowledge and skills to maintain the security of the 
network and information systems that support your delivery of essential services?  

DATA SECURITY MANAGEMENT AND PRIVACY

Are you aware of the relevant and applicable privacy laws?  

Are you applying the right level of security to the sensitive data?  

Do you have the proper administrative, physical and technical controls to ensure that employees and 
third parties have access to data only on a need-to-know basis and in accordance with applicable privacy 
laws and standards?

 

PHYSICAL SECURITY

Does your organization have a formal physical security program (including CCTV, door ajar alarms) to 
protect staff and organizational assets?  

Do you have the proper environmental controls for different data centers, including UPS and diesel 
generators to support continuous operations?  

SECURITY STANDARDS COMPLIANCE

Do you perform audits to ensure compliance with relevant legal, regulatory, security and industry 
requirements?  

INCIDENT RESPONSE AND INVESTIGATION

Does your organization have a formal and rehearsed incident response management plan?  
Do you monitor and respond to cybersecurity incidents?  

HOW DID YOU DO?
If you answered NO to the majority of these questions - your organization might be vulnerable to a cyber threat - but 
we can help.  If you answered YES to the majority of these questions - keep up the good work!

To learn how Grant Thornton Cybersecurity services can help you to defend your business and secure your assets 
please visit or website at grantthorton.ca or contact:

WESTERN CANADA
Shane Troyer
Partner, Advisory Services
T +1 604 443 2148
E Shane.Troyer@ca.gt.com

CENTRAL CANADA
Sandy Boucher
Senior Manager, Advisory Services 
T +1 416 369 7027
E Sandy.Boucher@ca.gt.com

ATLANTIC CANADA
Leah White
Partner, Advisory Services 
T +1 902 491 7718
E Leah.White@ca.gt.com

http://grantthorton.ca
mailto:Shane.Troyer@ca.gt.com
mailto:Sandy.Boucher@ca.gt.com
mailto:Leah.White@ca.gt.com
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#PDWeek

http://fmi.ca/events/psmw/psmw-2019/
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The Modern
Reporting
System

The Annual Financial Report of the Government of Canada 
Fiscal Year 2017-20181 reports revenues of $313.6 billion and 
expenditures of $332.6 billion. 

Expenditures include $99.2 billion direct program expenses, 
which ‘represent the operating expenses of the Government’s 128 
departments, agencies, and consolidated Crown corporations and 
other entities, etc.’

Decisions about these billions of operating expenditures are made 
not just at the senior management level of Deputy Ministers and 
Assistant Deputy Ministers but also by Director Generals, Directors 
and other budget holders at the operational level where business 
and project plans are executed, and movement toward objectives 
occurs. 

It’s at the operational level where the heavy lifting takes place, 
where contracts are awarded, equipment purchased, staff and 
contractors hired, commitments made, budgets allocated and 

reallocated, and lapses or overspending occur.
The effects of these operational decisions, good or bad, roll up 
through directorates, branches, sectors, departments, ministries, 
Treasury Board, parliamentary committees and eventually to 
Parliament itself.

It is therefore vital that expenditure decisions, made at the 
operational level, are informed and effective. It is here where 
expenditure decisions for billions of dollars are made based on 
facts, management experience and analysis, evaluation and 
recommendations available from the finance function, especially 
the assigned Financial Management Advisor(s) (FMAs).

It is facts that are the foundation of informed decisions enabling 
better business outcomes.2

However, it’s been my experience working as a contract Senior 
Financial Management Advisor in the finance function of nine 
federal government departments that those facts are very hard to 

by Kerry Dunn, Senior Financial Management Advisor CPA, CMA

Financial
Information
at your
Fingertips
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Continued from Page 8

come by for the average operational manager in program or policy or 
procurement shops.

They are hard to come by because reliable, mature and 
comprehensive portfolios of generally accepted financial operating 
reports, such as those found in well managed private-sector 
enterprises, do not exist. Current reporting systems rely heavily on 
cumbersome Excel based manual report production and delivery 
which is time-consuming, labour-intensive, error-prone and not 
very efficient. Often multiple human resources must be dedicated 

to assembling the information and creating and distributing the 
reports. This manual work significantly disrupts normal work 
schedules – especially with demands for ad hoc information.
And with new demands for information the whole manual process 
must be repeated.

What is needed then is a new way of thinking about the value 
and use of information and a much better systematic process for 
delivering valuable information to end users. The prevalence of 
‘black books’ at the operational level is symptomatic of the need for 

a modern, flexible, agile and responsive reporting capability.
Treasury Board Secretariat (TBS) itself encourages ‘Business 
Innovation – New business models (i.e. doing things completely 
differently) …Potential unlocked through completely different 
workflows’3

Furthermore, ‘Financial information supports decision making and 
accountability to Canadians.’4

What is needed are comprehensive portfolios of internal reports, 
sourced from a rigorously maintained database (the Government of 
Canada Financial and Materiel (GCFM) solution5 ) and automatically 
produced and delivered by Business Intelligence tools – all with 
greater reliability, efficiency, economy and much reduced human 
effort.

So, what is operational reporting? Wikipedia defines it as ‘reporting 
about operational details that reflects current activity. Operational 
reporting supports the day-to-day activities of the organization – 
that is the nuts-and-bolts work of government.

To efficiently provide core operational data to decision makers a 
modern financial reporting system needs to be created that has:
• Comprehensive portfolio(s) of core and standard-format 

internal reports.
• Data sourced from the rigorously maintained Enterprise 

Resource Planning (ERP) system, produced and delivered 
automatically by Business Intelligence tools.

• Transactions input to the ERP processed in accordance with a 
set of rules.

• The ERP adjusted at period-end in accordance with accounting 
principles adapted for the federal government, providing a 
consistent full and complete economic picture.

• Reports that cover a consistent time period i.e. calendar 
month, fiscal year etc. and produced at period-ends.

Broadly, a modern reporting system will:
• Inform various levels of the governance system in a 

common, consistent, reliable, accurate, cohesive, coherent, 
understandable and timely manner.

• Provide embedded analyses, evaluations and 
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Continued from Page 9

recommendations for action.
• Improve the understanding and decision making of 

operational managers.
• Highlight areas of interest for more detailed examination.
• Help to detect errors and fraud and provide early warning of 

potential problem areas.
• Have great utility in performance measurement of organization 

units and managers.
• Provide common, consistent and timely communications 

throughout government.
• Enable increased efficiency, effectiveness, economy, 

transparency, accountability and compliance.
• Enable fact-based decision making, improving resource 

utilization, monitoring and control.

Attributes of a modern reporting system
Consists of comprehensive portfolios of core and standard-format 
reports containing data that is relevant, focused, up-to-date, 
reliable, error free and consistent; supplemented with analyses, 
evaluations and other information, all generally accepted as 
valuable by end users.

Data reported is congruent with at least two important perspectives:

1. The business perspective which reflects 
Projects>Programs>Strategic Outcomes (SOs per Program 
Alignment Architecture).

2. The traditional Cost Centre perspective, complying with the 
Financial Administration Act (FAA).

Report data is sourced from ‘the official departmental system of 
record,’ the department’s ERP system, a ‘Single Source of Truth.6’ 
Data quality is rigorously maintained using in-period transaction 
processing rules; period-end cycle of review, error corrections, 
back-dating, reconciliations, commitment management and 
standard adjustments in accordance with a set of accounting 
principles adapted for government. This ensures data accuracy and 
comparability between periods.

Report production and delivery occurs automatically shortly after 
period-end from the ERP/BI systems, on schedule, to authorized 
and secure targets, and with minimal human intervention.

Report layouts have ‘common look and feel’ formats and include 
analytical calculations supplemented with textual notes section for 
clarification.

Reports have a roll-up, drill-down capability to display different 
levels of aggregation depending on the needs of the manager.

In Summary:
Acquiring information is only the beginning of the decision-making 
process. The real value-add is the analysis, evaluation and 
recommendations.

Good financial and statistical information, easily accessible and 
well used will have positive tactical and strategic impacts on the 
key concepts of efficiency, effectiveness, economy, transparency, 
accountability and compliance.

Federal government stakeholders, especially operational managers 
will all benefit from an up-to-date, common, reliable, consistent, 
accurate, timely, full and complete picture of the current and future 
financial state of their organization.

1 Department of Finance Canada.

2 ‘Organizations of all sizes and types will often succeed or fail on the quality of their 

decision-making’, Dr. Jon Warner, CEO RX4 Group.

3 TBS document ‘Financial Management Transformation’ dated November 22, 2016, GCDOCS 

#22991927

4 The Policy on Financial Management (April 01, 2017) 3.2.3

5 Standard on Enterprise Resource Planning Systems (May 01, 2012)

6 Implementing Centralized Reporting using SAP Analytics 2016 ASUG Annual Conference.

Kerry Dunn is a CPA with over 25 

years of experience in both public and 

private sector financial management. 

His experience varies from corporate 

management in the credit union 

industry, to resource management, 

reporting and project costing with the 

federal government. Kerry is now the 

Senior Financial Management Advisor 

at Dunnco Management Corporation.

Kerry Dunn, Senior Financial 
Management Advisor CPA, CMA



UPCOMING TOPICS
INCLUDE:

Ethics

Big Data & Fraud

Cybersecurity

Blockchain

Communication

Artificial
Intelligence (AI)

The fmi*igf Webinar Series is a complimentary 

product offering developed to provide the 

public sector community with the opportunity 

to regularly hear from invited thought leaders 

and industry experts year round. 

Each session provides 1 hour of

CPD credits earned from the

comfort of your office!

Subscribe to receive webinar updates:

bit.ly/subscribeFMI

http://bit.ly/subscribeFMI
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 CHAPTER     
   UPDATES

 >   CAPITAL UPDATE >   CAPITAL UPDATE
   

With the arrival of the fall season comes the 
launch of the 2019-2020 fmi*igf-Capital 
Chapter (fmi*igf-CC) Program Year.

fmi*igf-CC is excited to introduce its lineup 
of 2019-2020 Professional Development 
Days to its fellow financial management 
professionals.

In the 2019-2020 Program Year, fmi*igf-CC is 
introducing a new concept – the PD Passport 
option, to help professionals interested in 
attending PD Days incur cost savings and 
offer greater flexibility to PD participants.

In addition to the option of purchasing one 
PD seat for $440, professionals in both 
public and private sector now have the option 
to purchase a package of 4 seats for $405 
each (can be used at any PD Day during 
the Program Year). PD Day participation is 
now complemented with free fmi*igf-CC 
membership!

Technical Skills Update – Cost 
Modeling, Accrual Accounting 

Thursday • October 24, 2019 

At this unique, highly targeted one-day 
seminar, you can listen to an unmatchable 
team of financial experts who will supply 
you with up-to-date information and expert 
guidance on the latest developments and 
best practices in costing models, budgeting 
and forecasting and new directions in accrual 
accounting. 

Horizontal Integration – 
Infrastructure Update

Thursday • January 23, 2019

This unique PD Day will focus on topics 
including infrastructure, P3s, and horizontal 
integration, followed by workshops on 
procurement and project management. This 
PD Day seminar will provide the opportunity 
for thought-provoking discussions among 
participants and lively feedback between 

participants and speakers during the panel 
discussion and follow-up question and 
answer sessions.

Leadership, Ethics, and Change 
Management in the Public Sector

Thursday • February 27, 2020

Join the fmi*igf-CC for an exciting day 
focused on leadership, ethics and change 
management.  This PD Day will take you 
through the key competencies needed to lead 
into the future as well as practical experience 
exercises and tools to take back to your 
workplace. 

This initiative continues to build on previous 
successful leadership sessions and delves 
further into the complex world of change 
management.  You won’t want to miss this 
engaging and interactive session which will 
address the challenges and opportunities of 
leadership in the public service!

Overview of the 2019-20 fmi*igf-CC PD Program
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Continued from Page 12

The Halifax Chapter of fmi*igf recently 
changed its name to the Nova Scotia 
Chapter. 

Our Chapter also has a brand new and 
dynamic Board for 2019-20 to help drive 
membership growth and PD programming 
across the province in the coming months 
and years. 

At our June 2019 AGM we also recognized 
the 10+ years of service from two outgoing 
Board members; 

Angela Porter (previous Secretary) and 
Valerie Gauthier (previous Treasurer) 
pictured left to right below with Jeff Pottie 
(new Vice President) and Mike Haley (new 
President).

Our first panel event of the upcoming 
season is entitled “Picking a CFO’s Brain” 
and will be held on Oct 3rd, 2019

 It features the following four Chief Financial 
Officers from all three levels of Government:

• Jane Fraser, CFO of the Halifax 
Regional Municipality 

• Geoff Gatien, ADM and Controller for 
the Province of Nova Scotia, 

• Stephane Legace, CFO for the Atlantic 
Canada Opportunities Agency, and 

• Liz Stuart, ADM and CFO of Veterans 
Affairs Canada

The Nova Scotia Chapter will also be 
hosting the 2020 edition of PSMW on June 
8-9, 2020 in Halifax. 

We are presently in the planning stages for 
this great event which promises to have 
an exciting lineup of speakers and lots of 
“Maritime flavour”! 

 >   NOVA SCOTIA UPDATE

Update on Internal Controls and 
Next Gen Technology

Thursday • May 7, 2020

This PD Day will highlight how the 
management of big data (financial, 
policy, HR etc.) and digitization is 
becoming increasingly important to this 
transformation. We will hear the challenges 
in providing assurance (for accuracy, 
reliability, accessibility and timeliness) in 
a standardized way. Participants to this PD 
Day will have the opportunity to learn how 

departmental maturity in implementing a 
number of TB policies, including the Policy 
on Internal Control, directly relates to their 
transformation results. 

Government Priorities of the 
Day - Budget 2020

Thursday • June 11, 2020

This is the PD Day you will not want to miss! 
We have once again, enlisted engaging 
speakers to highlight some of the Government 

of Canada’s key priorities that are of interest 
to you and your organization. Dynamic 
senior leaders, from both inside and outside 
Government, will share their perspectives on 
the various government priorities by sector: 
Economic Policy Priorities; Social Policy 
Priorities; and Innovation as a top priority.

Many thanks again to fmi*igf-CC event 
participants, volunteers, supportive patrons 
and sponsors that make fmi*igf-CC PD Days 
and social events such a success.
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You understand that informed decision-making relies on visibility 
and a solid understanding of potential cybersecurity risks. 
At Grant Thornton LLP, we can help you recognize risks to your 
data and what you can do to help prevent them. Contact us.

grantthornton.ca
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